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Storming the State House provides a revealing, behind-the-scenes look into the campaign that elected Alabama's first
Republican legislature in modern history and moved the state in a new direction after years of Democratic Party rule.

By following the money trail from then-Chairman of the ALGOP Mike Hubbard to candidates running for
office in a seemingly careful pattern and practice emerges. I think we want transparency. I know the word gets
used a lot. Craftmasters Printing of Auburn. Armistead had the report compiled upon his election as the state
GOP head. Hubbard has tried in the past to distance himself from any accountability for questionable activities
by pointing to members of his staff or confederates. And one is from Auburn and his cousin is the president of
the company, and they do really good work. Is this really a story? My job is to get people elected. In the story
on AL. Read story Furthermore the money reported by AL. When the money from Majority Strategies of
Florida, is added to the money directly spent by GOP candidates with Hubbard-controlled companies the total
reaches nearly 2 million dollars. Much of the direct money flowed into Network Creative Media which is a
Hubbard-owned advertising agency. Most of these same candidates who spent money with Hubbard
owned-businesses also received significant contributions from PACs controlled by Hubbard. PACs directly
controlled by Hubbard or influenced by him that spent money with his companies were: Below is a list of total
monies the candidates received from Hubbard-controlled PACS and total monies spent with Hubbard
companies followed by the percentage of funds received that were spent with these companies. Brown is
currently serving as a State Representative for House District Congressman Mike Rogers, has severed in to
the U. Hubbard has repeatedly said he did not prosper from his dealings during his tenure GOP Party
Chairman or in the election cycle. However, the amount of money flowing through these companies
presumedly paid salaries, overhead and more. Hubbard and his confederates in the GOP.
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Storming the Statehouse has 5 ratings and 0 reviews. The distinguished biographer of feminist Fanny Wright presents a
richly detailed expose of two very.

I read it not long after it was published and was struck by my reaction. Though such folks are a dime a dozen
these days, they were rare years ago. These were the folks who came up with a game plan based on numbers,
picked targets to reach those numbers and executed the plan. And it was finite. When the results came in on
election day you knew how well you had done. And measured against that standard it was well done and an
interesting read. But as we grow older, our perspectives often change and priorities shift. Instead of Mike
Hubbard being hailed as someone who lead Alabama into the promised land, his legacy will be that he is the
first ever Speaker of the House to go to jail. I picked up the book just the other day and flipped through it,
recognizing names and relating to details about events. In a sense, it was a creepy feeling. Like you found the
letter to Santa Claus you wrote when you were six years old and shook your head at youthful wishes and how
far from reality they turned out to be. For instance, Hubbard goes into detail about helping Huntsville
businessman Phil Williams win a special election in Governor Bob Riley attended a fund-raiser for Williams.
He recently told AL. I think the members know a vote for me is a vote for a complete overhaul of the system,
and the system is broken. We have a real mess on our hands. Vox Populiâ€”Voice of the People. Whether you
are Republican or Democrat, black of white, rich or poor, I will work to ensure that your voice is heard in the
Alabama House Chamber. But over the years he allowed the system to gobble him up, he could not resist the
temptations power afforded him, his moral compass lost its heading. And we were all losers. And we are all
losers.
Chapter 3 : Storming The Statehouse. A Reflection. | Larry Lee on Education
Storming the State House provides a revealing, behind-the-scenes look into the campaign that elected Alabama's first
Republican legislature in modern history and liberated the state from years of Democrat Party rule.

Chapter 4 : Storming the Statehouse : Running for Governor with Ann Richards and Dianne | eBay
Contractors Join Elected Officials. You and of your fellow contractors are invited to the Vermont State House to meet
your new Legislators.

Chapter 5 : STORM THE STATEHOUSE | EMIT â€” End Mass Incarceration Together
Weighted report on the Democratic campaigns of Ann Richards, who won the statehouse in Texas, and Dianne
Feinstein, who lost it in California; by the author of Fanny Wright: Rebel in America (not reviewed).

Chapter 6 : STORMING THE STATEHOUSE by Celia Morris | Kirkus Reviews
Storming the statehouse running for governor with Ann Richards and Dianne Feinstein Celia Morris. Published by
Scribner's Sons, Maxwell Macmillan Canada, M. Macmillan International in New York, Toronto, New York.

Chapter 7 : Storming the Statehouse: The Game of Quid Pro Quo
By Bill BrittAlabama Political Reporter Quid pro quo, Latin for "this for that," is better understood as I give you something
and you give me something. This "something for something" appears to be a key strategy used by the man who led the
GOP takeover of the Alabama Statehouse in
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Storming the State House provides a revealing, behind-the-scenes look into the campaign that elected Alabama's first
Republican legislature in modern history and liberated the state from years of Democrat Party rule. Written by Speaker
of the House Mike Hubbard, it is a battlefield account by.
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